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12
THE INTERVIEWER Let me just ask you your name where y.u

13 were born the name of your village and well go from there

14 MR. KAPLIN Okay my name is Louis Kaplin. was born

15
in Czechoslovakia in 1920. The name of the town was

16 Nell-e-pin-o phonetic which is am sure not on any map

17 because it was tiny community hidden in the Carpathian

18 Mountains in eastern Czechoslovakia. By the way that part

19 of the country now belongs to Russia.

20 In 1939 it was temporarily occupied by Hungary up

21
til the end of the war and then it reverted back not to

22 Czechoslovakia but to Russia.

23 THE INTERVIEWER Well guess we will go right on well

24 to your experiences in the war.

25 We were discussing when the tape didn work aboi.



when you first noticed anti-semetism and you were saying tha

you dressed differently and led different kind of life

and were always aware of being different. But why dont we

just jump into when things started to get bad.

IvR. KAPLIN In 1939 the Hungarians re-occupied that

part of the country after the breakdown of the whole

Czechoslovakian democracy Moravia being taken by the

Germans Slovakia Nazi puppet independent and Su-car-pa-thia

phonetic under the referring back to the pre-world-war-I

10 condition they claimed that to be of Hungarian territory and

ii they re-occupied that part of the country.

12 Hungary being the ally of Germany of course had

13 to abide by the spirit of Germany and of course part of

14 that spirit was anti-semetism in an official sense.

15 The laws were gradually becoming more strict in

16 terms of Jewish freedoms. They were gradually mpre and more

17 restrictive starting out at the beginning on spiritual

18 level. Later on on more material level that is loss of

19 THE INTERVIEWER inaudible

20 MR. KAPLIN No not well spiritual level in terms of

21 so to speak pointing out Jewish difference Jewish guilt

22 Jewish guilt by association. Thatts how things start.

23 And then later on of course they started tighteniig

24 the screws on economic levels and of course later on as yoi.

25 all know the legislation and not only the legislation but



the whole of Hungarys attitude turned out to be the same

as that of the Germans that the only way to get rid of this

evil is to get rid of the Jew and with full cooperation of

course it did get rid of them.

THE INTERVIEWER Well now the economic strictures did

this mean that your father or mother was out of job or

couldnt work or couldnt sell things or what did what did

your family do

MR. KAPLIN Well in that respect of course people wh

10 worked for the government or had any kind of sensitive jobs

11 if there were any of course those were the people first to

12 suffer such as the teachers were released were dismissed

13 and people who worked for the Hungarian government were

14 dismissed.

15 We were not taken into the regular army because we

16 could not be trusted. And by the way this is where my story

17 starts where in 1941 was drafted because of my reaching th

18 age of draft eligibility. was taken not into the Hungarian

19 army but was taken by the Hungarian army into slave labor

20 camps and was fortunate enough -- not like my other fellow

21 Jews happened to have spent the next three years in

22 Hungarian army headquarters outpost in Kornarnor Komarom as

23 it was known in Hungary where spent in relative comfort

24 spent as shoemaker. And that somehow credit for being

25 around today and not having gone through some of the extreme



hardships that most of my fellow Jews went through.

THE INTERVIEWER Were you shoemaker then And how Lg

did that last That didnt last --

MR. KAPLIN Well never was shoemaker. The only

connection with shoemaking had was that my father was

shoemaker and observed some of his during my short young

lifetime have observed some of his activities and could

manage to so to speak to fake my way into this job.

But was just lucky because when we got to this

10 headquarters where was drafted into they asked they

lined us up they lined up about 2000 kids and they said

12 Shoemakers two steps forward. And there must have been

13 thousand shoemakers that stepped out and they chose three.

14 And out of the three happened to have been one of them.

15 And was fortunate enough as said to have stay

16 at this particular location and not taken to the Russian fron

17 and not taken for to hard labor because that is where they

18 ended up eventually and most of them by the way perished.

19 And this was my fortune to be until 1944 when the

20 Horthy regime gave up the fight against the Axis and was

zi seeking accomodation with the west. However this was

22 short-lived.

23 managed to get into was released from that

24 slave labor was free for about week. got into

25 Budapest where was lucky enough or so .1 thought to be



covered by or maybe to seek so to speak was seeking

salvation through Swedish passport and of course within

couple of days was arrested just the same and was

put on in wagon what mean one of those cattle trains

and was taken to the Austrian-Hungarian border where thats

when my real story the hardship started where survivorship

became practically nil -- digging trenches not being fed

And then upon the onslaught of the Russian army

from the east we had to start walking into the interior of

10 Austria. That was the so-called Death March as it is

11 known.

12 marched from the Austrian border Austria-Hunga ian

13 border all the way into the interior of Austria reaching

14 Mauthausen which was another infamous concentration camp.

15 This march lasted through January February and Mar th.

16 would say doubt do not recollect three meals in the

17 three months that we were fed. How made it of course

18 can thank the fact that at the beginning of that march was

19 in reasonably good shape to start this to get going on this

20 and somehow imagine hope and my own spirit must have carrie

21 me through and managed to survive.

22 THE INTERVIEWER Going back to the for instance the

23 trenches and digging. What how would they -- would they

24 rouse you out of bed At what time Or how would that happei

25 What sort of dont know how anyone could do that without



any food.

MR. KAPLIN Well this is almost impossible. To this dLy

whenever give it any thought cannot believe how anything

like this could be overcome. We were aroused very early in

the morning it was hardly light. There was no food given.

We slept in tents. The best accommodation recall was an

abandoned factory where they manufactured tile. think it

was tile manufacturing. And some of the heat that they may

have used in previous years must have been retained in those

walls because they were really ovens of kind of sort

where those tiles were being stored for drying. And the heat

12
was the only comfort recall thinking back. But that of

13 course ended also after the march started.

14
The only food we were given while we were working

15 and were stationed at this particular location was soup once

16 day and if we were lucky maybe piece of bread. The

17 soup the thickness or the content of the soup depended upon

18 the time or the place you had in the line. If you got there

19 very early the soup was too thin. If you got there too late

20 the soup was thicker however you took chance of not being

21 given any because there may not be any left by the time you

22 get there.

23 THE INTERVIEWER Do you have any specific memories that

24 you could share with us

25 MR. KAPLIN Well the memories. Its all big memory.



It is all the whole thing is whole ball of wax.

tried to all along have tried to erase this

thing. If recall back and recall certain incidents must

say that many of them now seem almost comic.

recall during the Death March when first time

sighted noticed the Alps which were so magnificent and

so awesome and recall telling my fellow marcher who walked

next to me saying Look how magnificent this is and he

looked at me and he says must be crazy. But on the other

10 hand must say that the fellow marcher was not around for te

next day because he obviously didnt could not even notice

12
his surroundings anymore and must have been in good enough

13 spirits must have had my faculties with me to have appreciat

14 whatever little could get out of the circumstances.

15
THE INTERVIEWER Im wondering also since the Holocaus

16
how have you what adjustments did you have to make in your

17
life What --

18 MR.. KAPLIN Well --

19
THE INTERVIEWER dont know whether should say --.

20 One person said didnt know whether could eat with knife

21
and fork again or you know just what sorts of things how

22 did you adjust back to normal life

23 MR. KAPLIN That was very easy by the way. have ne\er

24 found it to be difficult. As matter of fact was very

25 much human like in other words the overwhelming influences



that you got from your childhood were nourishing enough to

under proper circumstances to get back to proper behavior.

All recall is right after liberation there was an

awful lot of cruelty and viciousness going on as form of

revenge toward the German people in general. never felt

anything like this. was elated. was happy after

liberation. didnt stop eating to my recollection for ab ut

two or three years. always well felt that there may not

be next meal and -- almost felt like there would be no next

10 meal and just kept eating. Never gained much weight even

11 though the day of liberation was about 70 pounds.

12 do not recall any problems of this kind. And to

13 this day all it is is just nightmare and thats all it

14 was and dreams are not re-occuring at least not in my case.

15 THE INTERVIEWER That is good. That is good.

16 What about your philosophy or the well the slant hat

17 you take on events that you see happening now Or your attit ides

18 toward people who are persecuted as you see them today

19 MR. KAPLIN Well those things must admit are

20 somewhat frightening. remember McCarthy was frightening

21 thing to me. think that some of the press and

22 pronouncements that are being nade today against Israel are

23 being manifested more in terms of anti-semetism rather than

24 anti-Israelism if you can call it that. Those are somehow

25 frightening.



What is happening outside of the United States

but in far lands any time any Holocaust-type situation occurs

it just shows that we really must be alert and must be made

aware that these things can re-occur even though nothing ever

dont believe where an anhiliation of whole complete

people total people dont think was ever really attempted

as it was in the Holocaust.

THE INTERVIEWER Now just to finish off what is your

life like now Do you have children What are your are

10 you what is your business or --

11 MR. KAPLIN Okay was very lucky to have met some

12 people in the displaced persons camp who have made it possibi

13 for me to continue my education.

34 am graduate Registered Pharmacist practicing

15 in Milwaukee. have my own pharmacy. have been rather

16 successful.

17 have three children. would consider myself very

18 lucky and happy. My children have been made aware of my

19 heritage of my past and every indication is that they are

20 very much aware of it and would say Im glad to be alive

21 and glad to be here and especially to attend this event whici

22 is think very important for all of us to do.

23 THE INTERVIEWER want to thank you very much for the

24 privilege of interviewing you and hope that the convention

25 goes continues as it has been. Ireally have enjoyed it.
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George Schumer
600 San Pablo Aye 209
Albany Ca. 94706

Dear George

was unable to find the name of the person conducting the

interviews on this tape and no mention of the date and place.
However in Nr. Kaplins interview right at the last the
interviewer did mention they were at convention. Perhaps
date could be fixed for the convention

am happy to help with this project and have time available

to. work on additional interviews if you are still needing help.

As for cotrnnents regret the interviewer did not bring
out in detail some of the incidents mentioned by Anne Teich.
She had wide variety of experiences and in-depth knowledge
of some of the more heinous treatment and atrocities as well

as having worked with Wallenberg and being involved in the

rescue efforts but this was all allowed to pass and was not

gone into anymore than just having been mentioned. had
occasion to refer to my Americana Encyclopedia purchased in

the mid-50s to check for names of political leaders during this

period of time and was interested to find the incident of bodies

being disposed of in the Danube mentioned in the encyclopedia
as well as mention of the political power change that took effect

when Horthy capitulated. Unfortunately the encyclopedia didnt

give the name of the Nazi leader that took over and could only

get it phonetically from Anne Teichs interview.

can recall from my childhood listening to Hitlers broadcasts

over short-wave radio and even though couldnt understand what

he was saying could distinguish the ravings of madman. His

voice was venomous and would feel terror from the sound of it.

Also during the 40s everytime we went to theater to view movie
there were newsreels showing the atrocities as well as the pictures
of various concentration camps as they were being discovered. This

is all very real to me. had nightmares time and time again about

this period in history. It left that much of an impact on me just
from hearing about it. cant imagine the fear andl pain the people
must h.ave suffered to have actually been part of it.
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